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SUMMARY 

Simply backing up data to ensure you have a clean, up-to-date copy 

is insufficient for today’s data-driven economy. Backup data must be 

able to do more than act as an expensive insurance policy, and that 

means you should rethink and overhaul your current data backup 

infrastructure. Read this paper to get fresh ideas on an old problem.
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Explosive data growth and resulting mass data fragmentation is forcing 

enterprises to rethink backup. An estimated 80% of company data—

generated by backups and other unstructured workloads including test/

development and analytics - is strewn across a complex web of silos with 

little visibility into what it is or where it’s located. 

The fact is, we are where we are because most organizations have viewed 

backup as a necessary evil—something that is needed in order to ensure 

that data is available in the event of an outage, as well as for compliance 

with legal and governance requirements. The downside to backup is that 

it takes up substantial—and growing—resources. In fact, enterprises are 

investing so much in backup that the size of the market is expected to 

more than double, reaching $18 billion globally by 2026.1

But the investment in backup should be viewed as more than disaster 

“insurance.” Enterprises need to demand more from their backup to 

achieve a range of important goals and improve business value. These 

include:

• Simplifying backup infrastructure management by cutting back on 

disparate point solutions.

• Making backup data more productive by allowing enterprises to 

derive meaningful insights from it.

• Enabling data for use in multiple workloads, not just backup.

• Thwarting security threats such as ransomware.

• Reducing Capex and Opex costs.

• Aligning with an organization’s journey to the cloud.

• Avoiding forklift upgrades for new software versions. 

• Enabling flexibility to easily address growing business requirements.  

In short, traditional backup infrastructure is ill-suited for the realities of 

today’s data-centric workloads, as well as for a new computing paradigm 

that is built on a foundation of cloud computing, hybrid IT, automation, 

context-aware intelligence, easy and fast scalability, and cost efficiency.

It’s time for a new approach to backup and the underlying infrastructure. 

This paper explains why and how you can position your organization’s 

evolving data needs for a dramatically different future.

1 “Data Backup and Recovery Market Size, Share, Report, Analysis, Trends & 
Forecast to 2026,” Reuters, April 2018.
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https://www.cohesity.com/what-we-do/mass-data-fragmentation/
https://www.reuters.com/brandfeatures/venture-capital/article?id=33545
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Challenges with legacy backup infrastructure

For decades, backup infrastructure was a purpose-built solution, designed 

to handle backup and not much more beyond tangential activities such 

as archiving and data restore. That approach may have been fine when 

backup was done “off hours,” in one location, and for a small data set that 

was not required to be retained for long periods. 

Obviously, that scenario has changed dramatically, because there is 

just too much data and the data is too valuable to be left exposed to 

the impact of increasing threats such as system failure, user error, or 

cyberattacks such as ransomware. Plus, ever-more-stringent requirements 

of service-level agreements, RPOs/RTOs, compliance and legal issues, 

and data security demand that data be backed up more often and across 

the full, growing array of data sources.

Lack of data utilization

Not surprisingly, data growth and related mass data fragmentation have 

created major challenges for organizations that have continued to work 

with legacy, backup-centric infrastructure. Data needs to be used for 

more than just backup in areas such as: 

• Analytics, accelerating application development, and meeting 

compliance and data security requirements are equally important. 

• Recovery, archiving, restore and other core functions traditionally 

associated with, but not limited to, backup.

There are also far too many point solutions to manage backup, recovery 

and other functions that are part of secondary data, giving way to several 

challenges for enterprises.

• Multiple point solutions from different vendors—each with their own 

user interface—makes managing backup and other secondary data 

difficult. 

• Slow legacy backup products impact production systems and 

application availability—something that must be avoided in an era of 

always-on commerce and digital business.

• Capex and Opex costs have increased, requiring organizations to 

ensure that the infrastructure dollars they spend be optimized for 

more tasks.

• Legacy infrastructure has historically been designed exclusively for 

on-premises systems, not for the public, private or hybrid clouds 

that now are the architectures of choice for nearly all organizations.

• Backup data is particularly vulnerable to cyber threats such as 

ransomware, which targets the very infrastructure designed to 

defend your business. Ransomware attacks are on the rise, so data 

needs to be instantly recoverable, at scale.
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SUMMARY 
The growing importance—and complexity—of data protection means old 

approaches no longer will get the job done in an era of exploding data volumes 

and ever-changing business requirements. It’s time to reimagine and reengineer 

your IT infrastructure for a more efficient, affordable and manageable data 

protection framework.

Taking a Modern Approach to 

Data Protection for  

Web-Scale Infrastructure

Reimagine a data protection 

solution that’s more 

manageable, more reliable and 

more affordable than legacy 

approaches.

Download white paper
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• Staying compliant shouldn’t interfere with business agility. Whether or not current regulations—GDPR, HIPAA, 

PCI, etc.—apply to your immediate business needs, now is the time to assess how your company will not only 

back up and store required personally identifiable information (PII), but rapidly find it, access it, and delete it 

without blowing your budget.

Demand more from your backup and drive more value

Creating more value from your backup infrastructure requires organizations to rethink not only how they currently 

back up and recover data, but also how they need to make data available for workloads other than backup and 

recovery. In particular, there are three key elements of a modernized backup infrastructure strategy:

1� Simplicity and efficiency� Having a single solution that consolidates backup software, media server, master 

server, target storage, recovery and archive and is easy to manage, extremely cost efficient, and, perhaps most 

important, ensures data is securely available when and where it is needed. 

• With increased dependency on critical business application, reducing backup windows is essential so 

production applications are not impacted.

• Organizations need to ensure their global (on-premises, the public cloud, and edge) backup infrastructure 

is easier to manage. Reducing dependence on manual approaches allows valuable staff resources to be 

diverted instead to high-value activities that drive the business forward. 

• Eliminate complex and expensive updates and forklift upgrades. 

• Modernization reduces time needed for backup windows and ensures higher availability. 

• A modernized backup and recovery infrastructure reduces Capex costs by eliminating the need to buy and 

maintain a number of parallel data silos, while also cutting Opex costs such as power, cooling, physical space 

and dedicated personnel. 

• A modernized backup and recovery solution facilitates easy integration into existing workflows and business 

processes with open APIs.

2� Foundation to hybrid-cloud strategy� Nearly every organization has already embraced the cloud in some way 

or another, be it public, private or hybrid cloud. Many of those organizations have gone as far as to embrace a 

cloud-first strategy, which means that data must be backed up, recoverable, and made available from both virtual 

and physical infrastructure, both on-premises and in the public cloud. As a result:

• Backup and recovery must be integral to a hybrid infrastructure, as well as part of a software-defined 

architecture, typically linked to a public cloud environment. 

• The new reality of cloud-centric operations must be facilitated because legacy backup and recovery 

infrastructure was simply not designed for a cloud-first framework.

• Requirements such as long-term archiving, test/dev, business continuity, and other enterprise workloads 

now are taking place in the cloud rather than exclusively on-premises, and must be supported by the backup 

infrastructure. 

3� Derive more insights from backup data� The vital nature of data—all types of data, especially the mounting 

volumes of backup and unstructured data—now requires that data be immediately available for all enterprise 

workloads. 

• Organizations should be able to monitor the backup data to track unusual data movement and behavior 

critical to preventing cyber threats, especially insidious forms of ransomware now taking aim at backup data.

• Your backup data also must be available to your teams to streamline compliance audits and tasks, especially 

with regulations such as the GDPR in effect.
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• Organizations need the ability to leverage a common infrastructure for backup data and other secondary 

workloads, including test/dev and analytics with near-infinite scalability. 

Using Cohesity for a modernized, value-driven solution

Building a modern, multi-functional, cloud-ready, API-rich backup infrastructure requires smart planning, 

meticulous implementation and a vision toward the future. It also requires tools and solutions optimized for a 

data-centric approach that aligns to the three pillars of modernized backup infrastructure discussed above.

Cohesity, a leader in modern backup and recovery, offers enterprises an intelligent approach to backup 

infrastructure built along the architecture previously discussed:

For simplicity and efficiency, Cohesity offers solutions designed to work together in breaking down silos, 

improving management and maximizing efficiency. 

• Cohesity DataProtect is a high-performance, software-defined backup and recovery solution that spans 

from the core to the cloud and edge. It delivers comprehensive protection for both traditional and modern 

workloads including BaaS, NoSQL, and Containers with policy-based management and Open APIs (and 

modules) for all workloads, anywhere—virtual and physical, databases, NAS, cloud environments, and 

business-critical applications.

• Cohesity DataPlatform consolidates secondary data and applications including backups, files, objects, 

test/dev and analytics on a single, software-defined, hyperconverged solution. Inspired by web-scale 

architecture, DataPlatform limitlessly offers dramatic storage efficiency and strict consistency at scale. 

DataPlatform makes backup infrastructure available to support and simplify multiple secondary workloads 

on-premises, in the public cloud and edge. 

• Helios, a SaaS-based secondary data and application management solution, simplifies management with 

a single, global view of all secondary data and applications regardless of location. In a typical enterprise 

multi-cluster environment, Helios provides global access and control over all secondary data in a unified, 

cloud-ready platform. It also offers contextually relevant machine-drive recommendations to ensure smooth 

business continuity.

• Cohesity Marketplace, an app store for customers to download Cohesity and 3rd party applications. With 

this innovation, Cohesity enables compute to be brought to the data, rather than moving the data to 

compute resources. Customers can now run these apps directly on the Cohesity DataPlatform to derive 

more insight into their backup and unstructured data.

For a cloud-centric backup and recovery strategy, several other Cohesity solutions supplement Cohesity 

DataPlatform, Cohesity DataProtect and Helios. These solutions—CloudSpin, CloudTier, CloudArchive and 

CloudRetrieve—work seamlessly with any leading public cloud environment, including Amazon Web Services, 

Microsoft Azure and Google Cloud. 

And, in order to help enterprises demand more from their backup, Cohesity takes all those solutions to a higher 

level through SpanFS, a distributed file system that acts as the underlying fabric for all Cohesity solutions. SpanFS™ 

was designed for the data-centric, cloud-first workloads throughout large and smaller enterprises, providing 

enterprise-class backup and recovery solution and consolidating other secondary workloads including test/dev, 

cloud migration and more. Because SpanFS was optimized for the cloud, it addresses many of the performance 

and cost issues that traditionally inhibited enterprise IT decision-makers from utilizing their legacy backup and 

recovery data silos for general-purpose production workloads. 

https://www.cohesity.com/products/data-protect/
https://www.cohesity.com/products/data-platform/
https://www.cohesity.com/products/helios/
https://marketplace.cohesity.com
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All Cohesity solutions were designed with cloud-first and API-driven architecture that not 

only dramatically simplified managing backup and unstructured data, but also supported 

other workloads including test/dev, analytics, compliance (GDPR, HIPAA) and cybersecurity 

(anti-ransomware solution), regardless of location. 

Conclusion

Enterprise backup data is too critical, too essential and too integral to core business 

functions to not use it for as many different workloads as possible. For years, organizations 

have viewed backup data as an insurance policy, separate from other workloads, not in an 

integrated, cohesive manner.

In order to extract more business value from their data, organizations don’t just need to 

modernize and simplify their backup infrastrcture but also need to demand more from their 

backup data to meet evolving business requirements.

Doing that—particularly in an era of new infrastructure philosophies such as NoSQL, XaaS 

and containers in a hybrid cloud environment—means decision-makers should look for 

new infrastructure solutions that allow backup data and infrastructure to easily integrate 

within the existing workflows and support additional business-critical workloads.  

Solutions from Cohesity allow organizations to modernize their approach to backup and 

recovery with infrastructure that allows them to simplify management, improve efficiency, 

align with their journey to the cloud and most importantly, offers the ability to derive 

meaningful insights from their previously dark data.

For more information on how Cohesity solutions help to create more business value by 

modernizing backup infrastructure, please visit https://www.cohesity.com/backup-and-

recovery/
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